BCM’S CHRISTMAS
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Every Christmas Birmingham City Mission provides gifts to around 3,000 children in our city. These
children would otherwise not receive Christmas presents. Could you help by giving a gift for a
child aged between 0-15 years? We prefer new toys if possible (unwrapped). Any toys that are not
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INFORMATION FOR SUPPORTERS

It would be helpful if we could receive new or nearly new toys (unwrapped) from the beginning of
November onwards.

The following are a few ideas to help you:
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Teenagers (10-15yrs) –

Girls: toiletries, make-up, jewellery, jewellery boxes, gloves, toe
socks, annuals

Boys:
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We always need Christmas wrapping paper
hats, games, dartboards (not metal darts), toiletries. No jigsaws please.
You will appreciate that these guidelines are in place to help us to make Christmas special for the
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Practical help
If you are able and willing to help us with sorting, wrapping or delivering toys, even if just for a couple
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